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Abstract: In this paper product quadrature rules, based on cubic spline interpolation, are obtained for the numerical 
evaluation of Cauchy singular integrals and an error bound is proposed. Some numerical examples that test the 
performance of the irules are given. 
K@wor&: Cauchy singular integrals, cubic B-splines. 
For X E (- 1,1) let I( uf; X) denote the Cauchy principal value integral 
I(uf; A) = f’ u(x)3 dx 
= ;l/_*;.+/:,E]u(~)$+ dx, (1) 
where u(x) is a nonnegative weight function on ( - 1,l) such that f’_,u(x)/(x - h) dx exists. 
A practical method for evaluating (1) is a product quadrature rule of the form 
n+l 
l(“fi x) = Q,(“fG x)= C wi(x)f(xi)9 (2) 
i=O 
wherethepoints(xi} aregivenonameshdefinedby -l<x,<x,< l =a <~,,<x,+~<land 
the weights ( wi( A)} are chosen so that (2) is exact when f belongs to a family of linearly 
independent functions Fn = ( @j( x>}yzi. 
In this case the weights ( wi( X)] satisfy the linear system 
n+l 
x Wi(A)@j(Xf)=I(U@j; A), j=O,...,n+l. 
i = 0 
A rquirement in (3) is that the matrix ( @j( Xi)} be nonsingukr. 
0 3 
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product rules of the type (2) can have a useful application in the numerical treatment of the 
Cauchy singular integral equation 
~w4~)fGd + ?I( uf; A) = g(X), 
where a(X), b(A), g(h) are given input functions, f(x) is the unknown function and the weight 
function U(X) generally exhibits square root singularities at the end points [2,17,23, etc.]. 
It is to be recalled that quadrature rules (2), based on global polynomial interpolation at zeros 
of orthogonal polynomials or practical abscissas, converge very fast for some suitable classes of 
functions f [4-6,10,15,16,21,24,25] and there is an explicit formula for their weights 
[4,14,16,24,25]. 
However, in some prdctid applications of rules (2) one cannot always place the abscissas at 
zeros of orthogonal polynomials. In contrast, local methods, based on piecewise polynomial 
approximations, can afford a flexible choice of the node points. 
Although progress has been made on various aspects of product quadratures for Cauchy 
singular integrals [22], very little attention has been paid to local methods mainly based on 
piecewise polynomial approximations [17,18,23]. 
The present paper is devoted to an investigation of quadratures (2) based on cubic splines. In 
this case the functions { !Ej} are chosen to be B-splines [X12] and the linear system (3) gives rise 
to a totally positive, ahnost tridiagonal matrix. Hence, (3) can be stably solved by Gaussian 
elimination without partial pivoting [13]. 
In Section 2 sphne product rules for (1) are presented and a bound for the quadrature error is 
proposed- 
In Section 3 we describe a computational procedure for generating the above rules and in 
Section 4 we give some numerical examples. 
Finally in Section 5 we make some concluding remarks. 
Let n knots -l,<t,<t*c *a- < t, Q 1 and (n + 2) abscissas of integration - 1~ x0 < x1 < 
--- <X,<X,+r. +Z 1 be given. The product integration rule Q,( uf; h) is defined by (2) and the 
weights (w$X)} are chosen so that 
Qn(qf; A) =f’ && dx, 
-1 
(4) 
where S(X) is a cubic spline with knots {ti}~Zl [19]. That is, s” E C[ -1, l] and s(x) is a 
polyr~~mial of degree at most three in the interval (ti, ti+l), i = 1,. . . , n - 1. As remarked in Cl], 
if one adds kuots t_z Q z_~ c to < -1 and 1~ tn+l < t,+z < tn+3 one cau introduce a cubic 
B-spline basis { B$) (111 for the cubic splines with knots { ti};Z?, and rewrite (2) and (4) in the 
form 
n+l 
C B~~~(Xi)~iiX)=I(~~~~~; A), j=2,..., n+ 3. (5) 
i=O 
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The computational aspects for constructing the matrix with elements { BA:j(x&} and the 
vector with elements { I( z#‘j; A)) are deferred until the next section. 
From (5) and the Schoenberg-Whitney Theorem [11] one obtains a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the rules to exist, namely 
tj-2 <Xi c ti+2, i = 0 ,...,n+l. (6) 
For our purposes, once the knots are fixed, the following choice of abscissas of integration is 
used: 
x0 = t1, x1 = #I+ t2), Xj=tj, j=2,...,n-1, 
X,=$(t,+tn-l), X,+1=&. 
(7) 
This choice of collocation points ensures that (6) holds and that all abscissas of integration he 
in [-1, 11. 
We remark that a useful representation for Q,( uf; A) is the following 
Q&f; A) = f’ u(x)‘:;““,’ dx, 
-1 
where cp”‘) is the unique cubic spline interpolating f at the points { xi}~~~ and satisfying the 
“not-a-knot” end condition [ll]. 
From (8), the weights { wi(A)} may also be expressed in terms of the cardinal sphnes ~Jx), 
i = 0 ,...,n+l, whichsatisfy 
cP,(Xj) =&ij, i, j-0 ,..., n + 1, 
bY 
P(X) 
Wi(A)=f’U(X)~ dx, i=O,...,n+l. 
-1 
It is to be noted that the above rules are an extension to the numerical evaluation of Cauchy 
singular integrals, of standard product rules recently proposed in [l] and also investigated in 
[7,8]. 
Now we shah consider the quadrature error 
R,(uf; A) =I(uf; A) - Q,kf; A) 
for which we shah derive a bound. 
(10) 
In our discussion we need the following Lemma 1, directly deduced from [3]. 
Lemma 1. Let f be a function defined on [ - 1, 11. Let Cd p be the cubic spline interpolating f at the 
points {xi}~~~ chosen as in (7), with “not-a-knot ” end condition and n >, 4. 
If f E Ci[ - 1, 11, j = 1,2 or 3, then there exists a positive constant C, which does not depend on 
the mesh of riodes and on the function f, such that 
xE~_yl,IDs(f-(p(“))I <Ch+(f”‘, h,), s=o,l, 01) 
where D”(g) denotes the continuous derivative of g, of order s, h, = maxOdk <“{ xk+l - xk} and 
w( g, E) denotes the usual unifomz norm modulus of continuity of g on [ - 1, 11. 
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2. Let h,, defined as in Lemma 1, satis& 
lim h,=O 
RdOO 
the nodes (Xi>~~~ are chosen as in (7). 
E@[-1, 11, j=l, 2 or 3, then 
R,(uf; A) =O(h{%( f(j), h,)), n + 00. 
(12 ) 
(13) 
From (lo), if we set rn( x) = f( x) - v(“)(x), we can write 
R,(uf; A) = 1’ u(x) rm(x; I;@) dx + r,(h){’ q dx. 
-1 -1x 
ith the help of the mean value theorem and Lemma 1, from (14) we obtain 
h D)/-llu(x) dx+h;io(f”‘, hm,lf’ $$ dxl}. 
-1 
From (15) the result (13) follows. n 
We first choose the set Of knots (tj>Ti!‘,, as described in Section 2. Moreover we assume the 
abscissas of integration (xi~~~~ as in (‘7). 
Following [l], we can define on the set of knots 
-1 
@j(x) = (tj- tj-*) 9 ( tj-* <x G tj9 . 0, otherwise. (16) 
The BqAines of order m (degree m - 1) are generated by the iterative stable method [12] 
( 
B:;‘(x)= x-t’-m ) 
B’r”i_:‘(x) + (tj-x)Bi”Jvl)(x) 
t__ t, m . 
J -- 
(17) 
WerecallthattheindexonthecubicB-~~~(B~~~) runsfrom j=2,...,n+3. 
Therefore, if we set tj(X) = B::‘(x) in (3), as a result we have system (5). 
Because the matrix wrth elements ( BA:j(xi)} is invertible and totally positive, system (5) can 
be solved by Gaussian elimination without partial pivoting [13]. 
we give a recurrence formula for the coefficients ( I( uBi4j; A)}, which are defined by the 
integrals 
l 
Let I,(td$,~); A) be the integrals ’ 
I,(uB$J); A)=f,~(x)~~~~~~) dx, p=O ,..., m-q, q=l,..., m. 09) 
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We insert (17) in (14) md find that 
I,(uB,‘y’; A) = t ’ , . - tj-n# [Ip+*( uB,‘“,r:‘; A) - tj_mrp(uB,(l”iI:); “) * J 
+ tjlp( uB,“‘j-“; A) - Ip+l( uB,$-"; x,1. . . 30 
The above recurrence formula, starting with the sequence of integrals . 
(21) 
is used to evaluate the terms 
I(uB,$; A) = K&B;‘;; A). 3 3 (22) 
In order to calculate the elements (21) of the recurrence basis, given t, = - 1 and t, = + 1, we 
can write 
Ip(uB,(lj; A) = t ’ * /” u(x)xp dx 
jBtj-l tj_, x-A 
' = 'f'Ak/" u(x)xP-~-~ dx + Xpl,(uB$; A), j=2,..., n, 
tj-tj-lk 0 = 'j-1 
I,(uB,$; A) * = 0, otherwise. (23) 
We remark that for special weight functions u the integrals in (23) can be evaluated analytically. 
In particular in the following cases: 
(i) u(x) = 1, 
(ii) U(X) = (1 - x2)-‘12, 
(iii) U(X) = (1 - x2)1’2, 
we can easily derive [9,20] closed-form expressions for such ti~grals. 




h mff; A) n= 4 n= 8 n=l6 
I~404!! Joi I Me w I I JhMi Xl I 
0.1 1.99903605021 8.3*10-* 8.9.10-6 l.4.10-6 
0.2 1.83919436620 7.9.10-5 5.9*1o-5 1.3.10+ 
0.3 1.62031402436 1.9*10-' 4.0.10-s 2.8*30-' 
0.4 1.32190676341 4.2=10-' 3.8010-' 7.8.10-8 
0.5 0.91378643172 5.9*1o-3 5.1*10-5 1.2.10+ 
0.6 0.34815871193 6.2010-~ 1.7*10-5 5.5*1o+j 
0.7 -0.45916359812 4.5*10-3 3.7.10-4 3.7*1o+j 
0.8 -1.68484010378 5.8.10-4 5.4*10-4 1.9.10-6 
0.9 -3.85323498264 4.7m-' 5.3*10-5 3.9*10-5 
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In this section we give some numerical results for rules (2), based on the use of the cubic 
B-splines and generated by the computational procedure described in the previous section. 
order to evaluate the cubic Rsplines we chose the following set of simple knots 
4 =- 1, r,=l, fi= -1+2j/(n+l), j-2 ,..., n-l, 
so that the nodes ( xi }y$, defined by (7), are equally spaced. However, we remark that, in a 
practical application of the rule, the function f is often known only for a given set of points. In 
this case it may be useful to fix the abscissas of integration at the points where f is known. 
The numerical examples presented in Tables l-6 are obtained by applying the above spline 
product rules to the same integrals evaluated in [14*24] by quadrature rules based on global 
Table 2 
u(x)=l, f(...)=(l-xZ)'D 
x IW A) n=8 n=16 n=32 n=64 
I&o& A) I l&&!f; Jo I I R3204?? A) I I b&?f; A? : 





























x- mtfi A) n=4 n= 6 n=14 n=31 
w4w VI lR6Cuf XIi I ~*404!!; w I I R,,W v I 
025 -0.1002688603 1.1=10-6 4.5.lo-* 1.1*10-g 7.5~10-" 
0.99 -1.0717993352 l.3-1o-5 3.1.10-6 x.1*10-' 4.1.1o-g 
Table4 
u(x)=l,f(x)=(y~-x2)--~,y=1.1 
h 4ti w n= 6 n--14 n=18 n=31 
1 R6(uf x) i I&4(& G I &so!! A) I I R,,(lrf w I 
0.25 -02~~23 1.7=10-' 1.2*lo-3 7.8=10-4 1.2*10-4 
0.99 -7.4032176878 4s10-l 1.1~10-l 6.8.10-2 1.6dO-2 
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Table 5 
u(x) = (1- x2)-l’2, j(x) = (x2 + y*)-“2, y = 5 
A Z(uf; h) n= 6 n=14 n=18 n = 31 
IWuf A)l I Rduh A) I l(R18(11f; A) I IR3duf A) i 
0.25 - 0.0012291611 1.6.10-’ 4.9*10-8 4.5.10-s 4.3.10-s 
0.99 - 0.0846955619 2.8~10~~ 7.9*iO- 8 1.4.10-7 1.2.10-’ 
Table 6 
u(x) = (1- x2)-“*, f(x) = (2 + y*)-y y = 0.1 
x Z(uf; A) n= 6 n=14 n=18 n = 24 
IR6(U? A)I IR14tuf; XII R,8(& Ml I Rz44(uf; A) I 
0.25 - 107.79315611 99.43 3.67 5.9.10-’ 8.1 .1O-2 
0.99 - 31.256858013 104.77 1.03 2.3.10-l 3.7=10-* 
polynomial interpolation at zeros of orthogonal polynomials. We remark that the results 
obtained appear comparable. 
The absolute errors (10) are reported for different values of X and increasing values of n. 
5. Final remarks 
In this paper we have presented a procedure for generating a class of product quadrature rules 
for (l), based on cubic spline interpolation of the function f and we have derived an error bound 
when f E Ci[ - 1, 11, j = 1, 2 or 3. 
We remark that an interesting open question concerning these formulas is their convergence 
for a larger class of functions f, and we think that a knowledge of the behaviour of the spline 
cp’“’ would lead to more general convergence properties for the corresponding quadrature rules. 
We are investigating this problem and we propose to report our results in a forthcoming 
paper. 
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